exception, professing to condemn all amalgams, for dental purposes, their discussion becomes one rather belonging to the department of jurisprudence than to dentistry?and we need not say that this is a field of discussion we have never cultivated, and one which we shall not now pretend to enter, only in the way of noticing some plain principles, concerning which, "the wayfaring man need not err." As the use of amalgams for dental purposes, is pronounced to be malpractice, not only by those, with one exception, who have refused to sign the pledge, and by the Virginia Society, but by almost every dentist having any claim to respectability throughout the [December, a right to adopt her own measures to free herself of those members whose opinions and practice is averse to her known rules and regulations.
After the most careful examination "we have been enabled to. give "this question,
we are prepared to take the position, that the American Society not only had a most undoubted right to pass these resolutions, but that it was ;the only policy which could be adopted, with the hope to bring about the result aimed at. But before proceeding to offer any considerations in support of this position, we shall give, more at length, the views of sbme of those who entertain an opposite opinion, by quoting frotti their letters, in in answer to the offensive circular of the Society.
?
The following is from a Western brother: We by no means say that all who refuse to sign the circular issued by the American Society, either have used amalgams for dental purposes, or that they are inclined to do so, yet we boldly affirm, that the "tone" of the circular "is threatening99 to no others, and that it should prove obnoxious to any others, is to us a matter of the greatest surprise. We have thus far considered the offensive measure of the American Society as being simply a measure to execute their own laws, and one which they of course had a most perfect right to adopt. The society had abundant evidence, that some of her members, had been robbing her of her rights and her honors, and she accordingly issued this "search warrant,99 that she might bring the rogues (only) to justice. We have endeavored to show that the measure was not intended to coerce an opinion?that it was not intended to elicit any new opinion, but simply to ascertain who had been true to themselves, and to the society, and who were willing to abide by her settled, and recorded maxims. We think that we do not misconstrue the spirit of the Virginia Society, in their resolution and remarks concerning the action of the American Society, when we say, that the former society clearly give to their members, the liberty to advocate any opinion they please?to preach as they please, if they will only practice right. In other words they may proclaim to all, that mineral paste, is the very best known substance with which to fill carious teeth, if they will not use it. But using it, would be malpractice.
But let us for a moment examine this sage doctrine. Possibly it may be shown to be bad policy, if not "nonsensical and absurd."
For ourself, we should consider it, neither unjust, "nonsensical99 nor "absurd," to expel a member for advocating the opinion that mercurial pastes were fit articles for stopping teeth, certainly if he was a member of either the American or Virginia Society, with their present recorded precepts upon this subject. If it could not be regarded malpractice it would be a very mal-opinion, and one which would not only disgrace himself, but the society, and the profession. Why is a member expelled for malpractice in dentistry? Is in the language of the Virginia Society, is at least a "tacit admission" of it, and this body have decided that a tacit admission, is an admission in fact, and have given us a precedent, for striking "from the roll of members" all guilty of such contumacy.?Syracuse Ed.
